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Introduction
With continued wildfire threat in the Western US, the State 

of California has added building code requirements for those 

areas designated as the Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI). 

WUI are those regions where there is forest or brush fire risk. 

These areas also contain homes and businesses where those 

buildings have fire risk. Therefore, California has adopted its 

own building code for NEW CONSTRUCTION in these areas. 

California Building Code
The California Building Code contains the requirements for 

the WUI areas and the provisions are maintained by Cal Fire 

(California Department of Forestry and Fire Proection). Cal Fire 

publishes “Fire Hazard Severity Zone” maps for each California 

county, and these maps can be found at: https://osfm.fire.

ca.gov/divisions/wildfire-planning-engineering/wildland-hazards-

building-codes/fire-hazard-severity-zones-maps/

There are two main maps per county, one for state (Cal Fire) 

responsibility and the other map for local jurisdictional 

enforcement, for example incorporated towns and cities. 

An example of Cal Fire map is shown to the right.

The fire hazard severity zone maps designate areas in each county  

where Cal Fire has determined a probability of wildfire risk. 

There are four risk zones:  

 1.) Low (no) probability  

 2.) Moderate 

 3.) High 

 4.) Very High 

The Low probability areas are not considered in the WUI area 

and not subject to Cal Fire requirements. NOTE: These  

areas designate the majority of the population of California. 

The yellow (Moderate), orange (High) and red (Very High) areas 

on the maps are considered the California WUI. On the state 

responsibility county maps, Cal Fire enforces the WUI provisions 

for all three risk categories. For the local jurisdiction maps, 

California Wildland-Urban Interface Requirements 
for Garage Doors

Cal Fire strongly recommends that at least the Very High risk 

category areas adopt the WUI requirements.

The California WUI provisions for new construction garage 

doors are listed below. There are more California WUI 

requirements listed in the California Building Code for roofing, 

skylights, decking, vegetation clearance, etc. and these other 

provisions are not listed here.

Garage Door Insulation
The WUI provisions allow for insulated garage doors as long 

as any insulation is covered with a noncombustible material 

(examples: steel or aluminum) or the exterior cladding meets 

fire testing standards listed in the California Building Code. In 

practice, this means that 3-layer constructed, Intellicore® and 

polystyrene insulated doors meet this standard, but some 

garage doors with exposed composite cladding might not 
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meet this fire standard. Check any product limitations with your 

Clopay representative or distributor. 

Window Glazing
Any glazing in garage doors must be constructed of multi-pane 

glazing with a minimum of one tempered pane. In practice, this 

means garage door glazing in the California WUI areas must be 

insulated tempered glass. 

Cal Fire code development staff indicated that during a 

wildfire there are large flying embers. Post fire investigations 

revealed that these embers can break glass, but that double 

pane windows have “one (window) pane broken but the 

interior pane held.”

Wood Doors
Wood garage doors must be constructed with a thicker 

continuous solid wood than a standard wood door. California 

WUI requires a minimum solid wood thickness of at least 

1-1/4". In practice, this means that custom wood doors are 

available, but when ordering please state that the door will be 

installed in the California WUI area and Clopay will build the 

wood door to the minimum wood thickness required.

Perimeter Seals
A new California requirement in the WUI areas involves 

perimeter gaps and seals. Cal Fire now requires that garage 

doors overlap the door jambs, OR, that perimeter stop molding 

be installed that meet certain test standards, and when seals 

are installed, allows a gap not exceeding 1/8". The good news 

is that the standard vinyl-vinyl stop molding supplied by Clopay 

has passed this test criteria. This provision of the WUI codes are 

to prevent flying embers from penetrating the door opening and 

entering the building.

Future
Most of the Cal Fire WUI maps are over a decade old and as a 
result of the devastating wildfires in recent years a discussion 
about reassessing and possibly updating the fire severity maps 
has begun. Post-fire investigations has shown that some 
regions affected by the latest wildfires were not on these older 
fire hazard severity zone maps. For the latest updates, please 
check with your local building code official.
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